Requirements for Self
- Minimum of 3 images which reflect important characteristics, life experiences, and/or interests
- One image must reflect how you will transform society/the world (think Big Picture, your impact on others on a large scale)
- May include a significant quote which represents you (1 sentence maximum)

Requirements for Modern Inspiration
- Minimum of 3 images which reflect important characteristics, life experiences, and/or interests
- May include a significant quote from the individual (1 sentence maximum)

Requirements for Renaissance Inspiration
- Minimum of 3 images which reflect important characteristics, life experiences, and/or interests
- May include a significant quote from the individual (1 sentence maximum)

Central Image:
- must include 1 connecting characteristic/adjective representing all 3 individuals
- Letters of adjective need to be a minimum of 1” tall/ taller than 2” need teacher approval
- Minimum of 5 inches wide
- May be an image in the center or an image that encompasses all images
- Must include names of all 3 individuals
- Any changes to layout need teacher approval

Visual Appeal:
- Images need to be appropriate in size in relation to available space
- Images need to be large enough to have minimal open space in the background
- Variation of colors required
- Minimum of 5 different colors used
- Full color background (paint, watercolor, chalk pastel, collage/mixed media, ink)
- Neatness, effort, and care are evident
For all Images:

Avoid generalized symbols and objects.

Banned examples: brain, lightbulb, bible, faces, emojis, blank canvas/easel, ball, sports objects. book, heart, peace sign, music notes, crown, flag, cross, thought bubbles, null sign

Consider showing meaning through greater details, complex images, and actions.

For example, instead of drawing a closed book, draw an open book with images of the learning coming from it. Instead of drawing a baseball, show a figure swinging the bat and hitting the ball to represent the characteristic, “powerful”

Final art piece must be original in design.

HONORS Requirement:

3 transitional images are required to show connecting commonalities between all 3 individuals. Review your triple venn diagram.

Include images showing the connections between:

1. Yourself and your modern inspiration
2. Yourself and your Renaissance inspiration
3. Your modern inspiration and your Renaissance inspiration

Minimum of 1 significant quote required
Requirements for Modern Inspiration